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Equity markets have rallied sharply since the start of the year, but momentum has slowed a little bit 

recently as some investors worry about rising COVID cases and others wonder whether the sharp drop 

in Treasury yields tells us something negative about the economy. Our view is that equities should 

continue to rally, but momentum will probably slow. We don’t think, however, that the drop in Treasury 

yields reflects sharply lower growth expectations. In part, Treasury yields are low for structural reasons, 

inflation is a temporary phenomenon in our view, and the Fed is balancing its desire not to be behind the 

curve and not to crush the recovery relatively well. And we do think that part of the fall in Treasury yields 

is simply a positioning adjustment. 

So the economic cycle continues and earnings are solid, but the momentum is slowing. And you can 

see that in manufacturing PMIs in particular, which have come down from their peaks around the world. 

This leads us to take some profit on Asian industrials and materials, which have performed strongly 

since the start of the year, which also triggers a downgrade of global industrials and materials to a 

neutral stance. This is further in line with our Quarterly Investment Outlook message, where we saw that 

rebalancing of economic momentum from manufacturing to services. So we prefer consumer stocks, 

technology and our longer term themes. So in spite of the rise in COVID cases, we remain positive on 

the consumer because of improvement in the labour markets and the re-opening process. 

So for equities as a whole, the environment remains positive because of the ongoing economic recovery 

and the very gradual Fed policy. That being said, we put more emphasis on quality stocks because 

inflation may remain around the current high levels until the first quarter of next year. And in that 

context, you, of course, want to be in companies that have margin power. As for fixed income, the low 

Treasury yields, together with the economic recovery, should support the search for yield. And that leads 

us to continue to overweight high yield, emerging market local currency and hard currency bonds, with 

a preference for corporates.
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